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This is to be used as a guide only. It is recommended that Steel Blue 
boots are fitted by a Steel Blue Distributor to ensure correct fit and 
fit-for-purpose. Please refer to Steel Blue’s Comfort Guarantee and 
Manufacturer’s Warranty for further information. 

First, don’t measure your feet in the morning; feet often swell during the day due to heat and 
activity. For the best fit, measure your feet at the end of the day.

To measure your shoe size follow these instructions:

1. HEEL-TOE LENGTH

Place a piece of paper on a hard flat surface/floor with one 
end against a wall. Put on the socks you will be wearing 
with your work boots daily before measuring. Stand on the 
piece of paper with your heel against the wall. Mark the 
piece of paper where your longest toe/s end with a pencil.

Measure from the end of the piece of paper to the mark you 
created with your pencil and compare the measurement to 
our sizing chart.

If a large enough piece of paper isn’t available to measure 
as above, please use a measuring tape and follow the same 
instructions. 

2. CHOOSE THE RIGHT SIZE

If you are in between two sizes, it’s recommended to go for 
the size up, versus the size down.  For extra width, choose a 
half size (if available). 

Sizing Guide

How to get the right fit.

Built for comfort,
made for work.
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Built for comfort,
made for work.

AUS / NZ UK USA EU Millimetre
3 3 4 36 223

4 4 5 37 231

5 5 6 38 239

6 6 7 40 248

7 7 8 41 256

8 8 9 42 264

9 9 10 43 273

10 10 11 45 281

11 11 12 46 289

12 12 13 47 298

13 13 14 48 306

14 14 15 49 314

15 15 16 50 322

16 16 17 51 331
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This is to be used as a guide only. It is recommended that Steel Blue 
boots are fitted by a Steel Blue Distributor to ensure correct fit and 
fit-for-purpose. Please refer to Steel Blue’s Comfort Guarantee and 
Manufacturer’s Warranty for further information. 

Men’s Sizing



Built for comfort,
made for work.

AUS / NZ UK USA EU Millimetre
4 2 4 35 215

5 3 5 36 223

6 4 6 37 231

7 5 7 38 239

8 6 8 40 248

9 7 9 41 256

10 8 10 42 264

11 9 11 43 273

steelblue.com

True Ladies Fit
Our ladies safety boots are designed just for women 
and include a shorter ankle-length and smaller instep.

Most industrial footwear is made for men, with women wearing smaller 
versions of men’s ranges, but in fact women’s feet are anatomically 
different and not just a scaled down version.

Steel Blue is one of the leading safety footwear brands that is specifically 
tailored to complement the shape of ladies' feet with a true ladies last.   
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This is to be used as a guide only. It is recommended that Steel Blue 
boots are fitted by a Steel Blue Distributor to ensure correct fit and 
fit-for-purpose. Please refer to Steel Blue’s Comfort Guarantee and 
Manufacturer’s Warranty for further information. 

 

Shallower 
first toe

Shorter 
length from 
ball of foot 
to heel

Shorter 
ankle 
length

Smaller
instep 
length and 
circumference

Ladies Sizing


